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Many tools and strategies exist to enable reduction of radiation exposure from computed tomography (CT). The common CT metrics of
x-ray output, the volume CT dose index and the dose-length product, are explained and serve as the basis for monitoring radiation exposure
from CT. Many strategies to dose-optimize CT protocols are explored that, in combination with available hardware and software tools, allow
robust diagnostic quality CT to be performed with a radiation exposure appropriate for the clinical scenario and the size of the patient.
Specific emergency department example protocols are used to demonstrate these techniques.Resume
Il existe un grand nombre d’outils et de strategies pour reduire la radioexposition liee a la tomodensitometrie (TDM). Les mesures
habituelles de la dose de rayons X en TDM, soit l’indice de dose tomodensitometrique au volume et le produit dose-longueur, sont expliquees
et servent a evaluer la radioexposition liee a la TDM. On explore de nombreuses strategies d’optimisation de dose des protocoles tomo-
densitometriques qui, combinees aux outils materiels et logiciels existants, permettent de realiser des examens tomodensitometriques de
grande qualite diagnostique entra^ınant une radioexposition appropriee au scenario clinique et a la taille du patient. Des exemples de pro-
tocoles propres au service d’urgence sont utilises afin d’illustrer ces techniques.
 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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in the medical literature and lay media. It is commonly
recognized that computed tomography (CT) has tremen-
dously advanced our diagnostic capabilities in the emer-
gency department (ED) and broadly throughout medicine.
These diagnostic benefits have combined with widespread
availability and rapidity of scanning to produce marked
increases in CT utilisation, estimated at approximately 69
million CTs per year in the United States [1]. However,
rapidly increasing utilisation has heightened concernsModified from Radiologic Clinics of North America, 50 (1),
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.carj.2013.01.002about the collective radiation exposure to the population
as a whole and about the high levels of cumulative
exposure that may occur in patients undergoing recurrent
imaging for chronic conditions or persistent symptoms
[2e4].
CT has received the greatest scrutiny because of its rela-
tively high radiation dose per examination. Although it
comprises approximately 17% of all medical imaging
procedures, it produces approximately half of the pop-
ulation’s medical radiation exposure, with nuclear medicine
contributing approximately one-fourth of the collective dose
to the population, and fluoroscopy and conventional x-ray
examinations accounting for the remainder [5,6].
There are many possible strategies to reduce radiation
exposure to the population as a whole and to individual
patients [7]. Once the decision is made to perform a CT,
many imaging strategies can reduce radiation dose while
maintaining appropriate diagnostic quality for the clinical
task at hand. There have been tremendous advances in CT
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tions to be performed at progressively lower radiation dose.
The common practice of porting CT protocols from older to
newer scanners often fails to take maximal advantage of
these new technologies. Routine optimal scan acquisition
requires that radiologists invest the effort to understand their
technology and to implement dose-optimized protocols,
ideally in collaboration with CT manufacturers, CT tech-
nologists, and medical physicists. This admittedly is
a daunting task for many radiologists, who often view their
primary role as diagnosticians and interpreters of images,
and often have little detailed training in CT technology.
This section will describe several practical opportunities
to reduce radiation exposure from CT, with an emphasis on
how CT protocols can be modified to reduce dose while
maintaining diagnostic quality. Specific implementation of
these strategies is highly dependent on the available tech-
nology, and there is no replacement for hands-on training at
the scanner.
Reducing Radiation Exposure: Before the Scan
The most effective way to reduce radiation exposure is to
avoid performing the examination. Before a scan is per-
formed, many measures can be taken to control utilisation,
with the goal of reducing low-yield examinations that will
not contribute significantly to the care of the patient. It is
admittedly often challenging to prospectively determine
which examinations these will be. Nonetheless, scrutiny of
examination appropriateness is vital. In optimal circum-
stances, this can rely on well-validated clinical decision rules
such as those for pulmonary embolus or for head or cervical-
spine imaging in trauma [8e10]. These rules may be inte-
grated into predefined imaging algorithms in an effort to
standardize the imaging approach in specific clinical
scenarios or patient populations. Alternatively, these algo-
rithms or expert panel appropriateness criteria may be
incorporated into decision support advice during computer-
ized physician order entry [11e13].
Duplicative and recurrent imaging are natural targets for
radiation dose reduction [14,15]. The ordering physician’s
awareness of duplicate imaging may be achieved via review
of the medical record or in an automated fashion as part of
decision support tools. In certain circumstances, interven-
tions to eliminate unnecessary repeated imaging can be
highly effective in reducing utilisation. As an example,
during interhospital patient transfers, importation to the local
image repository of outside hospital imaging examinations
via image transfer networks or from compact disc has been
found to significantly reduce CT utilisation (by 16% at our
institution), primarily by eliminating unnecessarily repeated
scans [16e18].
Defensive medicine and self-referral of diagnostic
imaging have both been implicated as significant contribu-
tors to imaging utilisation [19,20]. Effectively addressing
these systemic issues will require higher-level attention in
our health care delivery system.Understanding the X-ray Tube Output Metrics CTDIvol
and DLP
To understand and monitor radiation exposures from CT,
a basic understanding is first needed of the radiation expo-
sure metrics commonly used in CT. The volume CT dose
index (CTDIvol) and the dose-length product (DLP) are well-
calibrated and standardized measures of x-ray tube output
[21,22]. They are measured in cylindrical acrylic phantoms
of standard diameter: either a 16-cm ‘‘head’’ phantom or
a 32-cm ‘‘body’’ phantom. A 100-mm-long ionization
chamber connected to an electrometer is placed inside a hole
in either the centre or the periphery of the CTDI phantom,
and measurements are made (with the CT table stationary)
under a particular CT exposure to yield CTDI100 measure-
ments. The CTDIvol is a weighted sum of these central and
peripheral measurements, along with a geometric correction
to account for the pitch of a helical scan:
CTDIvol ¼

2=3CTDI100; periph þ 1=3CTDI100; centre

pitch
The CTDIvol reported by the CT scanner is most
commonly the average value over the entire length of the
scan (although some scanner models report the maximum
value). DLP is simply the average CTDIvol times the z-axis
extent of the CT exposure from head to foot, so that
a doubling in z-axis coverage at fixed CTDIvol will result in
a doubling of the DLP.
CTDIvol and DLP depend heavily on the selected scan
parameters, including the peak kilovoltage (kVp), and the
tube current-time product (mAs) (which relates to the tube
current (mA), rotation time, and pitch, as mAs ¼ mA 
rotation time / pitch). They capture intrinsic scanner factors,
including x-ray source efficiency and filtration, and colli-
mation of the x-ray source. As such, they are reliable metrics
of x-ray tube output or x-ray flux but do not accurately
represent the radiation dose to a particular patient, primarily
because they do not take into consideration the size of the
patient [23].Limitations of Patient Dose Estimates From CTDIvol
and DLPCTDIvol (measured in milligray [mGy]) is commonly used
to approximate patient organ doses. However, this is accurate
only for a narrow range of patient sizes that closely
approximate the x-ray attenuation of the CTDI phantom, and
the actual organ doses that a patient receives depends greatly
on the size of the patient [24e26]. CTDIvol overestimates
organ doses to large patients because subcutaneous soft
tissues attenuate the incident x-rays, essentially shielding the
internal organs. Conversely, CTDIvol underestimates organ
doses to small patients because more of the incident x-rays
reach the internal organs. There are several methods to
correct these dose estimates by incorporating patient size
information [26].
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to the patient through the use of multiplicative conversion
‘‘k-factors’’ derived by Monte Carlo simulations [22,27]. In
this approach, the DLP for a particular anatomic region is
multiplied by the k-factor derived for the same anatomic
region to arrive at an estimated effective dose in milli-
sieverts (mSv). The effective dose is a single number
intended to reflect the uniform whole-body exposure that
would be expected to produce the same overall risk of
radiation-induced cancer as the partial-body exposure of the
CT. It is calculated as a weighted sum of the absorbed doses
to the exposed organs, where the weighting factors depend
on the relative sensitivities of the organs to develop
radiation-induced cancer. However, the effective dose has
substantial limitations in accuracy when applied to indi-
vidual patients because the weighting factors used represent
population averages and do not incorporate the known
dependence of radiation sensitivity on age or sex [28].
Further, the commonly used k-factor method assumes
a ‘‘typical’’ size patient and does not incorporate the
substantial impact of patient size [29].Review CTDIvol and DLP on Every ScanCurrent CT scanners have the ability to produce
a ‘‘patient protocol’’ or ‘‘dose report screen capture,’’ and to
include these as a separate series in each examination.
Although formats and content vary among manufacturers
and scanner models, all, at minimum, contain the CTDIvol
and DLP for each portion of the scan. Some contain addi-
tional scan parameters, and some specify whether the 16-cm
‘‘head’’ phantom or the 32-cm ‘‘body’’ phantom was used
for the reporting.
California has recently enacted legislation to require
inclusion of such information in the radiology report [30],
and other regulatory efforts are underway [31]. Regardless of
reporting practices or requirements, however, it is important
for radiologists to review the CTDIvol and DLP for scans they
interpret, in order to gain familiarity with typical values, and
to develop a sense of how these metrics ought to vary with
patient size. Identification of outliers is important for quality
control efforts to direct CT protocol modifications or to
target technologist interventions as needed. In addition,
diagnostic reference levels are becoming more commonplace
and represent recommended values of CTDIvol or DLP ex-
pected to be adequate for diagnostic quality examinations in
the majority of patients (to be exceeded only in the largest of
patients) [32,33]. Radiologists, technologists, and medical
physicists should all have a sense of how their scans compare
with these reference values.
Reducing Radiation Exposure: During the Scan
During the scan, the key intervention is to design dose-
optimized CT protocols that find the sweet spot between
the lowest exposure appropriate for the particular clinical
scenario while still providing a robust, diagnostic qualityexamination. These measures are the primary focus of this
section.CT Protocol Strategies to Reduce Radiation ExposureOnce the decision has been made to perform a CT, there
are many available strategies to reduce radiation exposure
[34,35].Use Size-Dependent ProtocolsCT images are created from the small fraction of incident
x-rays that successfully pass through the body and reach the
detector array, with image noise varying as the square root of
the x-ray flux. Large patients absorb more of the incident x-
rays than small patients, so to maintain the desired image
quality, greater x-ray tube output is needed in large patients
compared with small patients. As a result, CT protocols
should vary technique according to the size of the patient.
The pediatric radiology community was the leader in the
concept of ‘‘child-sizing’’ CT protocols to avoid excessive
pediatric exposures, but the general principle holds for adult
patients as well, and many methods exist to rationally adjust
scan parameters to patient size [36,37].Understand and Enable Scanner Dose-Reduction ToolsThe most widely available and the most important tech-
nique to adjust CT technique to patient size is automated
tube current modulation (TCM), also called dose modulation.
TCM techniques adjust the x-ray tube output to the patient’s
anatomy to maintain a desired level of image quality, as
shown in Figure 1 [38,39]. In longitudinal or z-axis TCM, the
x-ray tube output is varied along the z-axis (from head to
foot) of the patient, with greater mAs used in areas with more
tissue to traverse, such as the shoulders or the pelvis, and
lower mAs used in regions that contain less attenuating
material, such as the lungs.
Axial or in-plane modulation adjusts the x-ray tube output
as the gantry rotates around the patient, typically increasing
mAs for lateral projections where there is more tissue to
penetrate and decreasing mAs for frontal projections where
there is less tissue to penetrate. Depending on the manu-
facturer, this in-plane mAs variation can be derived by using
orthogonal scout views, by using heuristic estimation
methods from a single scout view, or can be derived
‘‘online’’ by using the angular variation of attenuation
observed during the previous gantry rotation to determine the
mAs variation during the next rotation.
Electrocardiogram-modulation TCM schemes are used for
cardiac-gated scans in which the x-ray tube output is
substantially decreased or eliminated during portions of the
cardiac cycle when data are not needed. Typically, full x-ray
tube output is used during a key phase of the relatively
motion-free diastolic portion of the cardiac cycle and is
decreased during the more motion-prone systolic phases of
the cardiac cycle. Appropriate use of automated tube current
Figure 1. Tube-current modulation schemes adjust the x-ray tube output
(green) as a function of position to maintain a desired image quality, in this
case, a relatively constant level of image noise (red). Longitudinal tube
current modulation (TCM) (thick green line) adjusts x-ray flux along the
craniocaudal z-axis. Note the lower tube current through the lungs compared
with the more attenuating shoulders and pelvis. Axial or in-plane TCM
adjusts tube current as the gantry rotates around the patient (light green line).
Note the much greater tube current required to penetrate through the
shoulders in a lateral vs a frontal projection. Modified from Kalendar [38]
with permission from Dr Kalendar and Publicis Publishing.  2011 Publi-
cis Erlangen, Zweigniederlassung der PWW GmbH. This figure is available
in colour online at http://carjonline.org/.
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DLP for smaller patients compared with larger patients.
Large patients require more x-ray tube output to yield
enough x-rays passing all the way through the patient to
reach the detectors and create a diagnostic quality scan. An
example of the clinical effects of TCM is shown in Figure 2.
For scans of the abdomen and pelvis in adult patients,
CTDIvol varies substantially between the largest and smallest
adult patients. However, as illustrated in the schematic of
Figure 3, the actual patient doses vary by a smaller factor due
to the shielding effect of the soft tissues [24,40]. Additional
techniques are needed to size correct the CTDIvol to obtain
reasonably accurate patient doses [26,41].
It is important to understand manufacturer-specific TCM
methodology and configuration parameters to ensure appro-
priate and expected functionality. All of the CT manufac-
turers use either 1 or 2 CT projection radiographs (named the
‘‘scout,’’ ‘‘surview,’’ ‘‘scanogram,’’ or ‘‘topogram,’’
depending on the manufacturer) to plan the tube current
modulation by measuring the patient’s attenuation as
a function of position. All approaches allow the user to select
a desired level of image quality as a starting point, but the
image quality metric varies by manufacturer. This may be
a selectable sample image that contains the desired level of
image noise or may be a ‘‘quality reference mAs’’ value, in
which an increased value produces higher radiation exposure
and an overall reduction in image noise. Alternatively, it may
be a ‘‘noise index’’ (which roughly equates to the standard
deviation of a region of interest expected in a water phantom
of similar overall attenuation as the patient), in which case anincreased value produces increased image noise by virtue of
lower radiation exposure. If the noise index is used, then it is
important to understand how radiation exposure will vary if
the reconstructed slice thickness or reconstruction kernel is
changed in the protocol, because some scanner models
increase exposure when thinner image reconstructions or
sharper reconstruction kernels are planned. There also is
substantial variability among manufacturers in how radiation
exposure is adjusted to the size of the patient. Some scanners
strive to maintain the desired level of image noise until
a predefined maximum mA is reached, whereas others permit
somewhat greater image noise in large patients to blunt the
degree of the radiation dose increase as patient size
increases.
Because the implementation details of the CT manufac-
turers’ TCM schemes are quite varied, it is vitally important
that radiologists, technologists, and medical physicists be
well educated about the exact operations of their particular
scanners’ TCM methods to realize the desired dose saving
and image-quality benefits. If used incorrectly, such as by
selecting an inappropriate image quality constraint, these
techniques can paradoxically result in undesired and inap-
propriate increases to patient dose. This is thought to have
played a role in some of the recent high-profile medical
errors in CT perfusion for stroke [42].Reduce the Number of PassesIt is important to critically examine the value of each pass
in a given CT protocol. For example, for routine contrast-
enhanced scans of the abdomen and pelvis for undifferenti-
ated abdominal pain, many practices have historically
performed additional pyelographic phase scans of the kidneys
and bladder, with the rationale that they provide additional
‘‘free’’ information. Whereas some radiologists have anec-
dotally discovered a small number of incidental transitional
cell carcinomas, these additional exposures through the
kidneys and bladder each typically add approximately 30% of
the dose of the full abdomen-pelvis scan (because each covers
approximately 30% of the full scan range), which results in
a combined 60% dose increase for very low incremental
clinical yield. These extra passes should be eliminated in
routine use unless there is a compelling clinical reason to
keep them in a particular case.
The development of rapid multidetector scanners in the
mid 1990s led to a proliferation of multiphase CT applica-
tions that incorporate imaging at different time points during
intravenous contrast administration to provide additional
information about the enhancement characteristics of certain
organs or lesions. Depending on the specific clinical ques-
tion, it is often possible in these protocols to eliminate or at
least substantially reduce radiation exposure of one or more
of the phases, such as an initial noncontrast or a delayed
postcontrast phase. In protocols for mesenteric ischemia or
gastrointestinal bleeding, for example, it might be argued to
eliminate the noncontrast phase, thereby diverting this
additional radiation exposure. The relatively recent advent of
Figure 2. Clinical effect of automated tube current modulation (CareDose4D; Siemens ASþ scanner; Siemens, Forscheim, Germany). A patient who weighed
180 pounds (A) underwent a computed tomography (CT) pulmonary angiogram (C) and a patient who weighed 325 pounds (B) underwent a dissection CT
angiogram (D), both with the same kVp of 120 and quality reference mAs value of 200 (but with different contrast timing delays for the different clinical
indications). For the smaller patient, the average effective mAs was automatically adjusted to 276 for a volume CT dose index (CTDIvol) of 18.7 mGy, whereas
for the larger patient, the average effective mAs was adjusted to 628 for a CTDIvol of 42.4 mGy. To maintain comparable image quality for both patients, TCM
appropriately varied the x-ray tube output by a factor of 2.3 between the 2 patients.
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eliminate the noncontrast pass in certain multiphase appli-
cations by allowing virtual noncontrast images to replace the
original noncontrast acquisition [43,44].
In certain circumstances, it may also be possible to
combine different contrast phases. For example, CT urog-
raphy may be performed with a split bolus technique, in
which a portion of the intravenous contrast is administered
and allowed enough time to pass into the renal collecting
system before the remainder of the contrast is administered
with usual nephrographic phase timing, which results in
combined nephrographic and excretory phase imaging [45].
One of the highest-dose examinations common in the ED
is for aortic dissection. Traditional aortic dissection CT
angiography (CTA) examinations often include 3 passes.
First is a noncontrast scan of the chest to assess for intra-
mural hematoma by demonstrating crescentic peripheral high
attenuation against the less-dense blood pool. This is often
followed by a cardiac-gated contrast-enhanced CTA of the
chest, which is then followed by a delayed scan of the chest,
abdomen, and pelvis to assess for branch vessel involvement.
Although this approach was designed to answer all possible
questions about the aorta, and thus makes sense for complex
aortas, it is worth reconsidering the approach for ED use.
In an ED setting, dissection CTA may be considered
a ‘‘screening’’ examination, typically performed to exclude
a low pretest probability of this potentially fatal condition.
As a result, the yield for acute aortic dissection is often quite
low (on the order of 1%-2% at our institution). Of thepositive scans with acute pathology, a very small minority
demonstrate isolated intramural hematoma without a visible
intimal flap. In addition, these are often tachycardic patients
in whom cardiac gating works poorly but typically results in
a higher dose than a nongated scan.
As a result, we have adopted the imaging algorithm for
aortic dissection shown in Figure 4. The vast majority of
patients have a nongated contrast-enhanced CTA of the chest
alone. Elimination of the initial noncontrast chest scan and of
the delayed scan through the chest, abdomen, and pelvis
yield typical dose savings that exceed 75% compared with
the more common traditional approach.
In this algorithm, a multipass protocol may be performed
for patients with a high pretest probability of disease, such as
those with known aortic dissection and concern for exten-
sion. However, the vast majority of patients in the low
pretest probability category have the single-pass protocol,
including a nongated chest CTA. If this scan is normal, then
the workup ends. If dissection is present, then the scan is
extended through the abdomen and pelvis to assess visceral
extension. Emergency radiologist availability, 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week, at our ED CT scanner allows this
decision to be made instantaneously during real-time
monitoring of the scan, so that the extended scan range
can be included with the same contrast injection. With
a different practice model in which a radiologist is not
immediately available to make this decision, the patient may
subsequently be reinjected with a small amount of additional
contrast material to assess the distal extent of dissection, or
Figure 3. Schematic representation of x-ray tube output and organ dose as
a function of patient size for a typical range of adult sizes during abdomen-
pelvis scans. (Top) For a given x-ray tube output, volume computed
tomography dose index (CTDIvol), internal organ doses decrease with
increasing patient size due to shielding effects. Middle: However, appro-
priately used automated tube current modulation schemes adjust CTDIvol to
patient size to maintain desired image quality. (Bottom) The result of these
competing geometric factors is that organ doses are larger for larger patients
but to a lesser degree than the raw CTDIvol values would predict. Repro-
duced from Sodickson et al. [40] with permission from the Radiographic
Society of North America.
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reducing the dose savings.
If the single-pass protocol is indeterminate, then addi-
tional steps may be taken, depending on the cause of the
indeterminate result. If crescentic peripheral soft tissue along
the wall of the aorta raises concern for isolated intramural
hematoma without a defined intimal flap, then a delayed
postcontrast chest CT may be performed 10-15 minutes later,
after the iodine has cleared the circulating blood pool, as
demonstrated in Figure 4. In general, aortic root pulsation
artifact can be readily differentiated from aortic root
dissection, but, in cases in which it is truly impossible to
differentiate or in which there is concern for a type A
dissection extending into the coronary arteries, a repeated
injection may be performed for cardiac-gated chest CTA.Reduce Duplicate CoverageWhen scanning adjacent body regions, there often is
substantial overlap in coverage regions, which results in
unnecessary additional radiation exposure. In the exampleof Figure 5, a patient who undergoes a trauma ‘‘pan-scan’’
has substantial coverage overlap between the head and
cervical spine scans, the cervical spine and chest scans, and
the chest and abdomen-pelvis scans. It should be understood
that there also is additional unseen overlap due to z-over-
scanning, in which the CT scanner exposes an additional
area above and below the prescribed range to acquire
enough data to reconstruct the top and bottom images. This
additional exposure can be substantial but can be signifi-
cantly reduced on some newer scanners equipped with
adaptive collimation systems that minimize the unnecessary
additional irradiation [46].
These areas of prescribed duplicate coverage may be
greatly reduced with technologist training or eliminated
entirely with combined protocols that image adjacent body
regions with a single helical acquisition. The greatest overlap
typically occurs between the chest and the abdomen-pelvis
scans because chest scans traditionally extend below the
posterior costophrenic sulci or adrenal glands, and abdominal
scans typically extend above the diaphragm, often with addi-
tional buffer to ensure full scan coverage. In the trauma setting,
it is not necessary to image this overlap region twice. A simple
improvement is to instruct the technologists to end the chest
scan above the diaphragm, with only enough overlap to ensure
complete coverage. Another solution is to perform adjacent
scan parts in a single continuous acquisition, although, in this
situation, care must be taken to ensure timing in the appro-
priate phase of contrast [47,48]. For example, a portal venous
phase is considered most sensitive for solid abdominal organ
injuries, whereas an earlier arterial phase is preferable to
assess aortic injury in the chest. With rapid scanners, a single-
pass acquisition thusmay require a compromise in scan timing
or a larger bolus of intravenous contrast.Reduce mAs When PossibleImage noise requirements and thus radiation exposure
requirements depend on the diagnostic task at hand and the
clinical question to be answered. It is possible to tolerate
increased levels of image noise when assessing intrinsically
high-contrast structures, where the tissue or pathology of
interest is of substantially different attenuation than the
surrounding structures. Evaluation of the lung, vessels during
CTA, and renal stones are the prototypical examples where
reduced mAs may be used, which allows the radiologist to
differentiate a high-density structure of interest from the
background despite an increase in image noise. In converse,
low-dose imagingmay be quite detrimental in inherently ‘‘low-
contrast’’ applications, such as liver lesion detection in which
the target pathology is of similar density to the background.
Pulmonary nodules stand out against the background air-
filled lungs, so scans performed specifically for this reason
may be performed at substantially lower dose than those for
detailed assessment of mediastinal soft tissues. In CTA,
successful intravenous contrast administration creates high-
density vascular enhancement against a soft tissue or air
background. In ureter CT, high-density renal stones are easy
Figure 4. Dose-reducing aortic dissection imaging algorithm. Most patients undergo the single-pass protocol, with negative results. If dissection is present
during real-time monitoring, then the scan is immediately extended through the abdomen and pelvis to assess the distal extent (dotted box on planning
topogram at right). Any concern for isolated intramural hematoma prompts a delayed postcontrast scan (images at left). Pulsation artifact can typically be
differentiated from type A dissection, but, if needed, a repeated injection of intravenous contrast could theoretically be performed.
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greatly reduced dose [49]. However, it is important to clearly
define the scope of the desired scan. We have not tremen-
dously reduced the mAs in our routine ED ureter CT scans,
because it is not uncommon to find alternate diagnoses that
account for symptoms when no stones are found.
As a general strategy, practices may systematically reduce
dose by incrementally decreasing mAs for select protocols orFigure 5. Overlap between adjacent scan regions in a trauma ‘‘pan-scan’’ of
the head, cervical spine, chest, abdomen, and pelvis. Thin-line boxes denote
separately prescribed scan parts, with cross-hatched regions that indicate
areas of overlap, which may be reduced with technologist directives or
protocol modifications that combine adjacent parts into a single scan.clinical indications to gradually approach the threshold
above which diagnostic confidence is maintained despite
noisier images. In seeking the lower end of this comfort
zone, incremental 10%-20% reductions in mAs are reason-
able step sizes, because these will result in relatively minor
increases in image noise by approximately 5%-10%.Optimize Intravenous Contrast InfusionsAny intervention that increases the inherent contrast-to-
noise ratio between the target and the background can
enable further x-ray tube output reduction by offsetting the
increased noise with an increase in the image contrast. For
vascular examinations, careful attention to optimizing intra-
venous contrast infusion parameters [50] may routinely
increase vascular enhancement, thus increasing the inherent
contrast-to-noise ratio and enabling subsequent reduction in
x-ray tube output.Reduce kVp for CTAIodine attenuates lower-energy x-rays far more strongly
than higher-energy x-rays, which results in higher Hounsfield
units at lower kVp for the same underlying concentration of
iodine, as shown in Figure 6. At the same time, lowering kVp
substantially reduces radiation exposure if mAs is
unchanged. This combination of increased enhancement at
a lower dose is an ideal synergy for contrast-enhanced CTA
examinations, and, in patients who are small enough, may be
used to improve image quality, to reduce radiation exposure,
to reduce administered intravenous contrast volume, or any
combination of the 3 [51].
The use of these methods to optimize pulmonary CTA is
demonstrated in Figure 7. We used an approximate size
Figure 6. Impact of reducing kVp in vascular examinations. (Top left) A home-made phantom composed of a central bag of saline solution and 2 peripheral
bags of saline solution containing different iodine concentrations. (Top right) Images were obtained with fixed mAs at different kVp values from 80 to 140 on
a Siemens Sensation 64 scanner. The graph at bottom shows relative iodine enhancement (solid line) at each kVp, and relative changes in volume computed
tomography dose index (CTDIvol) (dashed line), normalized to the values at 120 kVp. For vascular examinations in small enough patients, lowering kVp
increases iodine enhancement while decreasing dose.
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a reduced volume and flow rate of intravenous contrastmaterial
[51]. To maintain constant image noise, one would technically
need to increase x-ray tube output (mAs) at a lower kVp,
because a greater fraction of the lower energy x-rays are
absorbed. However, we instead left our TCM reference mAs
unchanged and tolerated the associated increase in image noise
in these scans by relying on the kVp reduction to preserve or
increase vascular enhancement despite a concurrent reduction
in total intravenous contrast volume.
It is important to note that low kVp imaging should not be
performed indiscriminately for patients of all sizes, because
the increase in image noise is simply too great in very large
patients. Attempting to correct for this noise increase by
increasing mAs is only possible to a point, because inherent
engineering system limits come into play in the form of
a maximum achievable x-ray tube current. When performing
CTA examinations with reduced kVp, approximate size
thresholds are thus needed and will depend on the scanner
capabilities. This threshold may be chosen based on patient
weight or body mass index, physical dimensions, or
measures of patient attenuation [52,53]. A recent new
development is automated selection of kVp by the CT
scanner based on the topogram-measured attenuation of the
patient (in analogy to tube-current modulation of mAs
values), which has the advantages of directly detecting
patient attenuation and adjusting the CT technique to main-
tain an image-quality criterion of choice while ensuring that
fundamental CT system limits are respected [54,55].External Shielding: Should It Be Used?A common question is whether bismuth breast shields
should be used to reduce dose to these relatively radiation-
sensitive organs. Proponents point to substantive dose
reductions to the breast from use of overlying shields,
whereas opponents argue that the shields introduce noise and
artifacts, and that similar dose reductions and image quality
can be achieved by lowering the overall scan mAs. For these
reasons, the American Association of Physicists in Medicine
recommends against their use [56]. If overlying shields are
used, then it is vitally important to use them correctly. The
shields must be placed after the planning scout views.
Because all manufacturers use the scout images to plan tube
current modulation, placement of shields before the scouts
cause the scanner to compensate by increasing x-ray output
to penetrate the additional detected attenuation. For the same
reason, shields should not be used on scanners with real-time
adjustments of the axial tube current modulation, because
this too will result in an undesired increase in exposure to the
patient.
Reducing Radiation Exposure: After the ScanPostprocessing Methods to Decrease NoiseThere are a variety of postprocessing methods that can be
used to reduce image noise. These methods can be used to
improve image quality for a given acquisition. Conversely,
Figure 7. Computed tomography (CT) pulmonary angiography examinations at different kVp in 2 patients of comparable size, both performed by using
automated tube current modulation (CareDose4D) with reference mAs of 200 on a Siemens ASþ scanner. (A, C) The patient on the left was scanned at 120
kVp with an intravenous contrast infusion of 75 mL Iopromide 370 (Bayer, Berlin, Germany) at 5 mL/s, followed by a 40 mL saline solution flush at 5 mL/s.
(B, D) The patient on the right was scanned at 100 kVp with an intravenous contrast infusion of 50 mL Iopromide 370 at 4 mL/s, followed by a 40 mL saline
solution flush at 4 mL/s. Automated tube current modulation detects similar attenuation for both patients, which results in an average effective mAs of 276 for
the first patient (C) and 272 for second patient (D). However, the decrease to 100 kVp results in a 42% reduction in volume CT dose index from 18.6 mGy to
10.7 mGy. Although the result for the second patient (D) is slightly noisier than that for the first patient (C), the image quality remains excellent, despite the
33% decrease in administered intravenous contrast. These high flow-rate contrast infusions work well for breath-hold scan durations of less than 9-10 seconds
but require accurate triggering at the beginning of the contrast enhancement curve; we used automated bolus tracking with a region of interest in the main
pulmonary artery and a trigger value of 80 HU above unenhanced blood.
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and postprocessing techniques used to bring image noise
back to desired levels as long as the postprocessed images
are considered of adequate quality when judged on features
beyond simply noise levels. In this way, these postprocessing
methods may be used in synergy with the acquisition strat-
egies listed above.Reconstruct With Smoother KernelsUse of smoother kernels reduces image noise, as in the
noticeable difference between images reconstructed with
a soft tissue algorithm vs a bone algorithm. The inevitable
trade-off is in the loss of fine edge detail. Nonetheless, this
may be a helpful strategy to salvage noisy images such as
those obtained in obese patients [57].Reconstruct at Larger Slice ThicknessImage noise is proportional to the square root of the
number of x-rays that contribute to image creation. Because
the number of x-rays scales with slice thickness, image noise
is proportional to the square root of the slice thickness if allother parameters are unchanged in image acquisition and
reconstruction. For this reason, 1-mm-thick images will
contain twice as much noise as 4-mm-thick images if
reconstructed from the same raw data and with the same
reconstruction algorithm. Caution should be used when
moving to thinner and thinner slices if they are not truly
needed for the diagnostic task at hand.Iterative ReconstructionThere has been substantive recent effort from all the major
CT manufacturers to develop a class of advanced post-
processing methods loosely grouped under the name ‘‘iter-
ative reconstruction’’ [58e61]. Theoretically, iterative
reconstruction transforms back and forth between the raw
data ‘‘projection space’’ and the image domain with
successive steps of filtered back-projection (converting raw
data to images) and forward-projection (converting images
back to raw data). During each iteration, the newly simulated
raw data are compared with the acquired raw data, and
nonlinear processing is used to correct differences related to
image noise and artifacts until a close enough match is
achieved.
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tremendous computer processing power, most manufacturers
have implemented more rapid shortcut algorithms designed
to achieve similar ends. Implementation details vary among
manufacturers but generally involve a variety of algorithms
to shift some of the iterative ‘‘correction steps’’ into the raw
data or image domains combined with advanced modeling of
the CT acquisition system, and nonlinear image filtering to
reduce noise in homogeneous regions while attempting to
preserve anatomic edge information.
The somewhat different noise texture of the resultant
images requires some acclimatization on the part of radiol-
ogists. However, if resultant image quality is deemed satis-
factory, then the associated noise reduction may enable
substantial reductions in radiation exposure, as described in
numerous reports.After the Scan: Capturing and Monitoring Radiation
Doses
The commonly available dose-screen reports are helpful for
scan-by-scan monitoring but are not routinely database-
accessible for large-scale quality improvement and dose
monitoring efforts [62]. Ongoing implementations of stan-
dardized Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
radiation dose structured reports [63] promise to help these
efforts prospectively after widespread adoption. In the mean-
time, efforts are underway to extract patient and examination-
specific exposure information through other means, from
historic examinations available in existing image archives
[64e66].
Combining radiation exposure magnitudes with knowl-
edge of the anatomic region scanned and of the size of the
patient will ultimately enable patient-centric longitudinal
dose monitoring and radiation risk estimation. Integration of
this information into the electronic medical record or
incorporation into point-of-care decision support tools may
ultimately prove beneficial in risk-benefit decision making
and in improving the understanding of the magnitude of risk
both by physicians and patients.
Summary
Many tools and strategies exist to enable the reduction of
radiation exposure from CT. Available hardware and soft-
ware tools continue to evolve, and it is vitally important to
learn exactly what tools are available on one’s CT system
and how to configure these tools properly to achieve safe and
effective results. Numerous CT protocol optimization strat-
egies have been outlined, which may be used in synergy with
one another and with the available technology to create
robust, high-quality CT protocols with radiation exposure
appropriate for the clinical setting and the size of the patient.
Successful implementation requires primary engagement
from the radiologist, ideally in collaboration with CT
manufacturers, CT technologists, and medical physicists.References
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